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Blastwave FX Announces Podcaster 2: A New Addition to
the Microwaves Series
500 Web-ready Sounds on DVD, Optimized for Search
Detroit, MI – Aug. 1, 2008: Blastwave FX (http://www.blastwavefx.com),
developer of next-generation HD sound effects libraries, announced the release
of release of Podcaster 2 – a high definition MP3 sound effects library
specifically designed for podcasting and virtual media. Blastwave FX provides
podcasters and virtual media producers with a complete collection of
music, sound effects and imaging elements in this collection of 500 sounds.
Podcaster 2 includes four comprehensive categories:
•
•
•
•

Beats
General Sound Effects
Production Elements
Multimedia Elements

Every sound was fully produced at 24/96 to ensure the
highest quality for today’s production needs, then
delivered as stereo MP3 files, making your audio
productions easy to produce and manage.
Podcaster 2 is part of an exclusive product line from Blastwave FX called
Microwaves. Like all of Blastwave FX’s high definition effects libraries,
Microwaves’ sounds are cataloged with enriched embedded metadata for easy
search and retrieval in Pro Tools, AVID, SoundMiner, NetMix, iTunes and
other popular sound library search engines. Blastwave FX’s Podcaster 2 allows
instant access to the highest quality sound effects for the innovative and
ground-breaking web producers of today.
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Podcaster 2 is available now www.blastwavefx.com for an introductory price
of $59. More information on Buzzsaw and other libraries can be found at:
www.blastwavefx.com.
For Press Inquiries , contact Laura Sinnott via phone (+1 313 887 0370 x 4) or
email (laura@blastwavefx.com)
Distribution and licensing inquiries should be directed to Blastwave FX’s
master distributor, Pro Sound Effects.

About Blastwave FX
Blastwave FX (www.blastwavefx.com) develops next-generation HD sound effects
libraries for professional audio production. Our design and engineering teams
push the sound envelope with innovative product formats, rich metadata, multichannel libraries and the highest resolution audio that technology allows.
Blastwave FX libraries, including our flagship Sonopedia™, serve as a royalty-free
creative resource for audio professionals worldwide in post, broadcast, film,
television, video games, animation, radio, new media and beyond. Blastwave FX
is based in Detroit, MI and is headed by Ric Viers, author of The Sound Effects
Bible (MWP).

